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Humphry Repton was at the forefront of a significant change in garden design towards 
the end of the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century. In many of his commissions 
he would make proposals for flower gardens, sometimes of several different types in 
one scheme. This paper considers some of these proposals from an historical design 
perspective with Repton being seen as reviving the use of flower gardens, while also 
considering the great influx of new plants during the period and how they fit into his 
understanding of plants.

influences on repton and his early writing on flower gardens

humphry repton, through his prolific writing and published works along with the 
numerous red Books, would have a profound impact on the designed landscape from 
the late georgian and regency periods. having embarked on his new career of landscape 
gardener in 1788 and self-assuredly picked up the mantle of lancelot ‘capability’ Brown, 
repton became involved in a major change in landscape design.

repton stated in his advertisement that:

having for many years (merely as an amusement) studied the picturesque effects 
resulting from the art of laying out ground, [he] has lately been advised by many 
respectable friends (to whom he has occasionally given sketches for the improvement of 
their own places) to enlarge his plan and pursue professionally his skill in landscape-
gardening.1

the image at the base of the original advert became the trade card repton used and 
would be inserted inside the cover of his red Books.

repton drew on a host of influences from home and abroad in his landscape designs. 
as his work developed, these influences would have an impact on his design and use of 
specific flower gardens in his proposals to clients. Before his decision to start his new 
career, repton is quoted replying in a letter to revd norton nicholls, who had received 
one of his adverts:

i have been advised to render my leisure profitable by a profession which since the loss of 
Brown and richmond has been understood by no one so well as yourself […] – mason, 
gilpin, whately and gerardin [sic] have been of late my breviary – and the works of 
Kent, Brown and richmond have been my places of worship.2

a comprehensive list of people that repton considered his influences. it is worth discussing 
some of these as they would have influenced him in different ways. the works of lancelot 
Brown and nathaniel richmond provided guidance on the laying out of the wider 
landscape, settings for a house, approaches to houses and the planting of parks. thomas 
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whately and rené girardin had written the essential books on landscape gardening, 
or ‘modern’ gardening as whately referred to it, in england and france respectively, 
while william gilpin introduced repton to the idea of the picturesque. perhaps the most 
significant name in this list, when considering the development of the flower garden by 
repton, is that of william mason.

repton bemoaned the fact that he had: 

experienced great difficulty and opposition in attempting to correct the false and 
mistaken taste for placing a large house in a naked grass field, without any apparent line 
of separation between the ground exposed to cattle and the ground annexed to the house 
which i consider as peculiarly under the management of art. this line of separation 
being admitted, advantage may be easily taken to ornament the lawn with flowers and 
shrubs, and to attach to the mansion that scene of ‘embellished neatness’, usually called 
a pleasure ground.3

thus, repton promotes the notion of a distinct pleasure ground that he suggests in 
many of his commissions. while pleasure grounds had been created by his predecessors, 
dressed primarily with shrubberies, it is repton, particularly in the second half of his 
career, who promotes the concept of a distinct pleasure ground close to the house to 
create a range of gardens, including flower gardens, closer to the house. repton outlined 
his views on what form a flower garden may be, stating that ‘flower gardens on a small 
scale may, with propriety, be formal and artificial; but in all cases they require neatness 
and attention’.4

he continued:

a flower garden should be an object detached and distinct from the general scenery of 
the place; and, whether large or small, whether varied or formal, it ought to be protected 
from hares and smaller animals by an inner fence.5

repton outlined preparation of the ground and types of planting. his final comment 
covered situation, commenting that:

the flower garden, except where it is annexed to the house, should not be visible from 
the roads or general walks about the place. it may therefore be of a character totally 
different from the rest of the scenery, and its decorations should be as much those of art 
as of nature.

repton had, in four pages of text in Observations, conveyed his views, and arguably 
a set of principles, on the setting out of flower gardens within a pleasure ground close 
to the house. a view that was considerably at odds with many of his predecessors. he 
recognized in using the words ‘formal’, ‘artificial’, ‘different’ and ‘embellished neatness’ 
that what he was proposing in many of his commissions was a perhaps radical move 
in landscape design. he proceeded to give examples where flower gardens had been 
developed, including valleyfield in fife, Bulstrode in Buckinghamshire and nuneham 
in oxfordshire. it is worth noting that from the examples he gives there must be some 
qualification as to his own involvement, but that each in turn underscores the influences, 
principles and objectives repton was promoting in restoring and reviving the use of 
flower gardens to pleasure grounds or, more to the point, re-interpreting the use and 
design of flower gardens. the pleasure ground had been a place of ‘embellished neatness’ 
in some of Brown’s work such as the designs for flower gardens at Blenheim and lowther 
castle. ‘embellished neatness’ as well as an inner fence protecting the garden could also 
be seen in views of lady griffin’s garden at audley end by william tomkins of 1788, the 
year repton embarked on his new career.
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referring to valleyfield, repton comments in a footnote that it was his two sons, 
John adey and george, who were entrusted with the development of the approach to the 
house. repton had provided as a postscript to the red Book of 1801 a design for a flower 
garden viewed through trelliswork, arranged around a canal or fishpond, stating that 
he felt he had to justify it. commenting that a straight canal in a park where everything 
was natural would not be right, in a pleasure ground, where everything could be deemed 
artificial it could be justified. using the comments from the red Book in Observations, 
he noted:

at valleyfield, where the flower garden is in front of a long wall, the attempt to 
make the scene natural would be affected; and, therefore, as two great sources of interest 
in a place are variety and contrast, the only means by which these can be introduced are 
in this flower garden, which, as a separate object, become a sort of episode to the general 
and magnificent scenery.6

at Bulstrode, where he worked for the 3rd duke of portland, repton comments on 
the scale of the development in the pleasure ground:

the gardens of every kind are on a great scale, and where, from the choice and variety 
of the plants, the direction of walks, the enrichment of art, and the attention to every 
circumstance of elegance and magnificence, the pleasure-ground is perfect as a whole, 
while its several parts may furnish models of the following different characters of taste 
in gardening: the ancient garden, the American garden, the modern terrace-walks and 
the flower garden: the latter is, perhaps, one of the most varied and extensive of its kind, 
and therefore too large to be otherwise artificial, than in the choice of its flowers, and the 
embellishment of arts in its ornaments.7 

the comments made on Bulstrode, and the form of gardens noted, would return as 
features in many of his commissions. 

while repton had a long working relationship with the duke of portland at welbeck 
and Bulstrode, which he visited in 1790 and again in 1801, research undertaken by the 
Buckinghamshire gardens trust casts doubt on the extent of repton’s involvement at the 
site.8 he certainly drew up proposals for the laying out of drives, yet there is confusion 
between the plan repton used in Observations in 1803 and a later plan of 1810 as to 
what exactly was undertaken. many of the gardens noted had already been created, 
as shown in a plan of Bulstrode by f. dowland dated 1784, by the 2nd duchess of 
portland who had passed away in 1785 and therefore some time before repton’s first 
visit, and when the 3rd duke had taken possession. the dowland plan shows that some 
of the earlier ‘formal’ features such as the star-shaped wilderness had been retained. the 
duchess then undertook the planting of her american plants, shrubbery, and a range of 
english plants and roses around these formal features. repton’s late contribution to the 
gardens apparently remained minimal, although g. lipscombe notes: ‘to the west of the 
mansion is a fine old grove of trees, interspersed with walks, leading to the flower gardens 
and shrubbery.’ a footnote records that ‘these were the work of the celebrated repton 
and are justly esteemed very creditable to his taste and judgement’.9 this corresponds 
with repton possibly undertaking work on the american garden, in the area of the 
old wilderness, the flower garden and the west terrace, thus justifying his comments in 
Observations. whether or not he undertook work on these gardens, they contributed 
considerably to the palette of gardens he would propose in future commissions. 

the move from the shrubbery to a discrete flower garden was a gradual process. By 
the mid-georgian period there had been a dramatic increase in the number of flowering 
plants and shrubs available to gardeners. shrubberies, while not devoid of colour, were 
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generally seen as theatrical planting using a mix of deciduous and evergreen shrubs and 
trees. flowering shrubs and herbaceous plants would be used at the front of shrubberies 
and on the edges of groves. By the mid-eighteenth century, many more theatrical 
flowerbeds were being created. many gardens could be used as examples to convey the 
move from shrubberies augmented with flowering shrubs, herbaceous perennials and 
annuals to distinct flower gardens in their own right. flower borders were still used in 
less fashionable gardens of some of the gentry.

John harvey, writing on the growth in the number of nurseries in the eighteenth 
century and an increased interest in flowering plants, comments on a range of gardens 
where flowering plants were being used.10 flowers were therefore still very much in 
use, just less prominently in the english landscape garden. he notes Batty langley, 
in 1728, advocating underplanting trees with flowering plants; Brown underplanting 
with flowering plants and shrubs at Burton constable; richard Bateman planting his 
first informal flower garden at grove house, old windsor, in the 1730s; and philip 
southcote’s flower garden, including a rosary and flower borders, at woburn farm 
sometime after 1735. these gardens reinforce the point that repton was building on a 
long tradition of flower gardens and re-interpreting them in his own style incorporating 
architectural elements within his proposals with fine examples seen at woburn and 
ashridge. 

plant introductions in the eighteenth century

the eighteenth century saw a dramatic increase in the plants available to gardeners and 
nursery catalogues offered a more comprehensive range of plants. collections of new 
plants were becoming widely available from the 1730s onwards. the most well-known 
collector is John Bartram, who was sending seeds from america and being promoted in 
Britain by peter collinson, an enterprise that flourished for over thirty years. collinson 
also actively promoted the work of mark catesby, who had been collecting and illustrating 
plants in the carolinas and beyond during the same period. 

a wide palette of native plants and many introductions were being used throughout 
the eighteenth century that would lead to developments in the form, shape, style and 
planting patterns in shrubberies and ultimately distinct flower gardens. to be at the 
forefront of design and style, landowners could be seen as gentlemen of taste through the 
way their gardens developed. what must not be forgotten is the role their head gardeners 
played in this development. as more introductions came there was a rise in books on 
plants, and notably flowering shrubs and herbaceous perennials, a useful addition to any 
library. more detailed plant catalogues became significant additions to the libraries and 
potting sheds of landowners and head gardeners alike.11 whether repton owned any 
of the publications is questionable, but he would have been well aware of the growing 
number of plants that had become available by the time he started his new career in 
1788. it is not stretching a point to say that some of his clients would have owned or had 
access to some of these published works. 

it is worth considering the works of John hill and nathaniel swinden for a guide to 
what was available for the creation of flower gardens. hill describes the move from the 
formality of knots and the planting of a distinct area for selected plants away from the 
pleasure ground:

the flower garden and the pleasure garden, though usually considered as the same are 
properly distinct: we do not mean by this that flowers should not be planted in pleasure 
gardens; but that there should beside this be a particular piece of ground for the Beds 
of the select kinds.12 
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it could be argued that having a specific area or nursery for selected plants may be linked 
to the great influx of plants, including many exotics, coming in from both east and west. 
rather than having new plants lost in a shrubbery or on the edge of a grove they could 
be raised, and seen, in their own right, in specific borders. initially these could have been 
formal nursery beds, perhaps even in the beds of an old formal scheme, but ultimately 
a specific garden area. development in shapes would come over time as planting on the 
edge of a serpentine border develops into formal square or rectangular nursery beds that 
are in turn softened into circles, ovals and kidney-shaped beds. hill went on to write:

no edge becomes a flower-piece like that of the grass walk, and they never appear so 
well as when they follow meanders and rise in little clumps and clusters. this modern 
taste has found, and there is nothing in the article of gardening which does it too much 
honour.13

in The Beauties of Flora Display’d (1778), one illustration perhaps exemplifies the 
ideas of swinden in drawing together theories of theatrical planting promoted by some of 
the other writers noted by harvey over the previous forty years (figure 1). many others 
had applied this to shrubberies, but swinden uses the example of a circular flowerbed. 
the numbers correspond to plants, both tender and hardy annuals, in his own catalogue. 
planting is graded from the outer circle inward by height to create a theatrical but rather 
cramped scheme. when you look at this image in association with the images of nuneham 
by paul sandby of a year earlier you can see how the planting of separate flowerbeds was 
moving, even if swinden’s was probably a bit more crowded (figure 2). this style of 

figure 1. proposal for planting a flowerbed; 
from nathaniel swinden, The Beauties of Flora 
Display’d (london, 1778), p. XX
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tiered planting chosen by mason to achieve relief in height and peaking at the centre of 
the border had been seen, albeit on a lesser scale of graduation in Bateman’s planting at 
grove house, noted above. mason builds on this theme to create at nuneham a more 
steeply graduated and theatrical planting in a series of flowerbeds approaching the style 
of planting suggested by swinden. this form of planting could be seen in a flowerbed 
created at shute Barrington’s christ church in oxford illustrated by Baptist malchair 
c.1762–69. introducing a series of flowerbeds in one garden would manifest itself in 
some of repton’s watercolours for flower gardens and flower baskets, particularly in the 
proposals for Brighton and the red Books for woburn and ashridge. however, repton’s 
proposed use of multiple flowerbeds, while probably modelled on nuneham, are often 
not as theatrical and dramatic in terms of height and density of planting as those seen at 
nuneham. instead, his flowerbeds in a range of shapes and forms including circles and 
ovals with conical planting appear flatter in comparison. the lower, flatter profile along 
with the introduction of basketwork around some flowerbeds creates a form of parterre 
and to a degree an element of formality to the gardens.

swinden’s book included a catalogue of suggested plants and, as identified in figure 
2, include a mix of perennials and half-hardy annuals, such as Persicaria to provide the 
height along with tobacco plant (Nicotiana), marigolds and larkspur. marigolds had 
been available since the sixteenth century but by the end of the eighteenth century dwarf 
varieties such as Tagetes tenuifolia were being introduced from mexico. swinden also 
listed many tender plants that could be used in a similar planting pattern to create a more 
exotic feel. plants listed in swinden’s catalogue that would have been known to repton 
include many that had formed part of the influx of new trees, shrubs and perennials from 

figure 2. paul sandby, The Flower Garden at Nuneham Courtenay, Oxfordshire, 1777. 
courtesy: private collection
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the 1730s onwards, including phlox, asters, candytuft, magnolias, bay, camellias and 
irises. plants introduced after swinden that might be seen in some of repton’s illustrations 
include new strains of foxglove and delphinium hybrids that could be used to add height 
to displays. fuchsias were introduced from 1788. swinden’s catalogue is easy to read and 
as informative as many seed catalogues published today.

the influence on repton of the flower garden at nuneham 

perhaps the finest garden, and possibly a great influence on repton, is quoted as the 
third example in Observations as part of his comments in the red Book for valleyfield. 
this is the flower garden by william mason in 1771/72 for earl harcourt at nuneham 
courtenay: 

the flower-garden at nuneham, without being formal, is highly enriched, but not 
too much crowded with seats, temples, statues, vases, or other ornaments, which, being 
works of art, beautifully harmonize with that profusion of flowers and curious plants 
which distinguish the flower-garden from natural landscape, although the walks are not 
in straight lines.14 

the garden at nuneham would develop over time with further additions by mason for 
the 2nd earl in 1777. the garden is celebrated as a fine example of the introduction of the 
picturesque to gardens, introducing an element of informality into the pleasure ground 
and flower garden. it was the genesis of the flower gardens we see today and was celebrated 
in mason’s poem ‘the english garden’ (1781).15 the original plans of 1771/72 have 
disappeared but a series of plans from 1785 and 1794 show the development of mason’s 
flower garden. repton had visited nuneham and used a watercolour he had painted 
for the engraving used in Peacocks Polite Repository of 1800 (figure 3). repton also 
possessed a watercolour of the garden that he had pasted into his copy of the guidebook 
to nuneham.

the garden plan of 1785 is annotated on the back with a key to the planting: 
‘clumps coloured red and yellow are flowers only – the rest are shrubs, except the 
clumps on each side of the temple, which are flowers back’d by shrubs’ (figure 4).16 
the significance of this statement is that the garden had developed and matured over 

figure 3. humphry repton, ‘temple of flora, at nuneham: seat of earl harcourt’, in  
Peacocks Polite Repository (1800). courtesy: the gardens trust, nigel temple collection
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the intervening thirteen years, but when we consider an almost identical plan of nine 
years further on it can be seen that the form of the garden, in circular, oval and kidney-
shaped beds, had remained the same. however, some beds had matured enough and 
some expanded to coalesce with shrubberies to become ‘flowers back’d by shrubs’ near 
the temple. By the time of a later plan from c.1794, order had been restored and the 
flowerbeds were seen to be quite distinct from the shrubbery. it is the garden in this more 
mature form that repton would have seen and drawn for Peacocks Polite Repository 
published in 1800. 

the reference to nuneham gives a clue to the possible direction in which repton was 
moving regarding planting. the use of the word ‘curious’ is possibly a reference to a wide 
range of plants that were perceived, at the time, to be exotics that had been introduced in 
the later part of the eighteenth century. there was a wide range of plants being introduced 
from the americas and the east that, while not being a modern idea of exotic, were possibly 
different enough to repton’s eye to be termed ‘curious’. repton was not renowned for his 
grasp of horticulture and his plant knowledge was believed to be limited.17 that said, 
many of his proposals contain wonderfully colourful illustrations of proposed gardens but 
are accompanied by an, at best, vague list of plants to use. however, John phibbs notes 
that in his analysis of the transcriptions he has made of the surviving red Books, there 
are references to over one hundred different plants (see appendix a).18 while repton may 
have included the names of a range of plants, it is doubtful whether he was knowledgeable 
enough to understand their cultivation. equally, painting a picture of a plant, or group of 
plants, was not evidence of repton understanding how they grew. some of the images of 
plants in flower gardens created for the red Books are difficult to identify. other images 
of gardens such as the rosarium at ashridge, hertfordshire, convey an image of a garden 
that would be difficult to create with actual plants available at the time, as richard gorer 
commented.19 was repton an illusionist as well as a ‘landscape gardener’?

figure 4. ‘plan of the flower garden … at nuneham, oxon. … belong:ing to the right hon:ble 
earl harcourt … 1785 …’, showing william mason’s garden. courtesy: public records office, 

Kew, works 38/349
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there were other influences on repton in his move to embrace proposals in many 
of his commissions for flower gardens. it has been noted by mark laird that some of 
the more formal influences on repton included the use of corbeille (basketwork) for 
flowers, implying he was aware of various french publications illustrating designs for 
gardens.20 the placing of small flowerbeds, often enclosed in basketwork, in an informal 
layout rather than within the bounds of a formal garden would be a feature increasingly 
used from the commencement of his career and a feature that would be adapted by his 
son, John adey, in the form of the hardenburg basket. similarly, his device to create a 
parterre by surrounding a garden with some form of shrubbery showed an awareness 
of french and italian design. this device was applied in gardens such as in the detailed 
design for lady wake’s radial flower parterre and use of basketwork at courteenhall, 
northamptonshire (figure 5). the red Book for courteenhall is generally dated 1791, 
but phibbs suggests the date may be 1795 or later.21 

flower gardens proposed By repton

the proposal for a radial garden at courteenhall was not new. adopting the pattern for a 
flower garden that represents the petals of a flower had been used by many before. laird 
has noted repton may have been influenced by a range of designs for flower gardens by 
Jacques mollet of 1652, by thomas wright’s design for a rosary for lord Barrington at 
Beckett park, Berkshire, in the 1750s and, particularly, by Jean françois de neufforge 
in Supplément au recueil élémentaire d’architecture from 1772.22 other sources could 
include langley’s New Principles of Gardening (1728), which includes references and 
a possible template repton could use for radial flower gardens. he would also have 
been aware of the radial flower garden by william chambers at Kew, a garden that 
may have been inspired by the flower garden drawn by langley some thirty-five years 
earlier. the watercolour ‘view of the flower garden and aviary’ by thomas sandby of 
1763 shows a radial pattern of beds around a quatrefoil pool (figure 6).23 the interest 
in historical designs led to the increased use of flower gardens by repton that used a 
range of styles. Basketwork, as noted above, was increasingly proposed and employed to 
define flowerbeds. in many garden proposals he opted for a return to the formality of the 

figure 5. lady wake’s flower garden; from humphry repton, red Book for courteenhall 
(1791). courtesy: By permission of Johnny wake, courteenhall
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parterre. he seemed happy to apply elements of intricate design in many gardens while 
opting for irregularity and an element of the picturesque elsewhere. 

although flower gardens had appeared in some of repton’s early commissions, there 
was rarely a great deal of detail. By the time Observations had appeared he was starting 
to include flower gardens in more of his proposals. from 1800 onwards, flower gardens 
were proposed at panshanger, hertfordshire, in 1800; Bulstrode, Buckinghamshire, from 
c.1801 to 1803 (although the extent of his work is unclear); new Barnes, hertfordshire, 
in 1802; wood hall, norfolk, in 1806; Barningham, norfolk, in 1807; and Blickling, 
norfolk, c.1811. four of repton’s most significant proposals were for gardens at woburn 
in 1805, Brighton in 1808, ashridge in 1813 and endsleigh in 1814. these commissions 
can be used as examples to show the extent of repton’s use of the corbeilles and parterres 
in forming or framing regular and irregular, more picturesque, flower gardens.

Before repton’s commission at woburn, work had been undertaken on the house by 
henry holland Jr. his scheme added a conservatory, riding house, tennis court and chinese 
dairy, all linked by a covered walkway. repton used this walkway and extended it to link 
the gardens he proposed for woburn. in front of the new conservatory he proposed ‘the 
dressed garden’, which comprised formal beds close to the building along with densely 
planted beds, enclosed by basket work, dotted around the lawn these were designed to 
display the duke of Bedford’s collection of rare hardy plants. the view is across the pond 
toward a doric arch that is the gate to the menagerie. the garden was not entirely laid out 
as proposed and was superseded by a more formal arrangement in 1822.24 

in his Designs for the Pavilion at Brighton, repton had prepared proposals for the 
prince of wales that were published in 1808.25 the published work included a discussion 
on various architectural forms some of the new building might take. for the gardens, 
repton returned in various parts of the site to flowerbeds enclosed by basketwork dotted 
around a lawn (figure 7). ultimately the proposal for Brighton was not undertaken at the 

figure 6. thomas sandby (delin.), ‘view of the flower garden and aviary’ at Kew, 1763.  
the aviary was designed by william chambers. courtesy: the metropolitan museum of art,  

new york, harris Brisbane dick fund, 1925, 25.19.39
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time but strikingly similar proposals were later undertaken by John nash.
in 1814, repton presented proposals for endsleigh in devon for the duke of Bedford, 

on which he was working with his sons george and John adey. the proposal for a 
picturesque cottage was not used but replaced by a remarkably similar proposal by Jeffry 
wyatt. proposals for the gardens, some of which were implemented, included a planted 
terrace and the floriferous children’s garden in a form of radial parterre that used a 
pattern like that seen a year earlier at ashridge (figure 8). although not as extensive 
in scale or number as those for woburn and ashridge, the gardens at endsleigh bear 
comparison in parts in the style of planting. of note is the fact that repton recognized 
the requirement for specific children’s gardens at endsleigh and woburn.

in his re-interpretation of the flower garden repton has used the terms ‘formal’ 
and ‘artificial’ to describe gardens distinct from the surrounding scenery but also ‘its 
decorations should be as much those of art as of nature’. decoration could in many 
illustrations take the form of pots, urns or planters, but increasingly he proposed the 

figure 7. view from the proposed apartments; from humphry repton, Designs for the Pavilion 
at Brighton (1808). courtesy: royal pavilion and Brighton museums, id no. 56077

figure 8. children’s garden; from red Book for endsleigh (1814). courtesy: the woburn 
abbey collection. By permission of his grace, the duke of Bedford and the trustees of the 

Bedford estates
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use of trelliswork. repton claimed the rage for the use of trelliswork was down to him, 
preferring the more substantial french treillage over the flimsy english form.26 was he 
inspired by french publications? could repton have been aware of the berceau at carlton 
house, a former residence of the prince and princess of wales? the aviary overlooking 
the flower garden at Kew could have provided inspiration, and when considered with 
some of the proposals for Brighton that use treillage a link between two royal sites may be 
implied. in some instances, trellis was proposed as a means of covering part of a building 
(montreal, 1812), in others as urns or obelisks through which to train plants (uppark, 
1810) or possibly in its earliest use by repton, framing the view into the garden at 
valleyfield in 1801 and finally appearing in the image ‘sunshine after rain’ in Fragments 
of 1816. trellis could also be used to enclose a garden and thus create the division into 
separate ‘apartments’, the analogy used at woburn, but also a device seen to good effect 
in the proposals for the flower garden and rosarie at ashridge in 1813. 

at ashridge, repton put together proposals for the gardens for the 7th earl of 
Bridgewater that included fifteen different gardens within what he referred to as the ‘modern 
pleasure ground’. this set of proposals was presented to the earl in march 1813. repton’s 
final book, Fragments (1816), brought together descriptions of many of his later works. 
he had asked to borrow the red Book for ashridge to refresh his memory, but was told it 
had been mislaid. thus, in Fragments, he wrote from memory and added illustrations and, 
because of the popularity of the book and its wide circulation, made ashridge the most 
influential model in popularizing the floral schemes that came next in the ‘gardenesque’ 
and then the development of the high victorian schemes. however, he also added the 
following to the text he used in the proposals which sums up his approach to ashridge:

the novelty of this attempt to collect a number of gardens, differing from each other, 
may, perhaps excite the critics censure; but i will hope there is no more absurdity in 
collecting gardens of different styles, dates, characters and dimensions in the same 
inclosure, than in placing the works of a raphael and a teniers in the same cabinet, or 
books sacred and profane in the same library.27

at ashridge, in dividing the garden into ‘ancient garden’ and ‘modern pleasure 
ground’, repton was alluding to its religious and monastic past. within the pleasure 
ground the fifteen small gardens proposed, with a variety themes, layouts and plants, 
was unique for the time. close to the house he had proposed the ‘Broad sanctuary’, a 
garden comprising a formal parterre set around a ‘holie well’, drawn by John adey 
and dedicated to st Benedict. stephen daniels wrote: ‘within the compass of the plans 
for ashridge are described deeper and wider historical and geographical worlds, both 
ancient and modern, retrospective and prospective, traditional and experimental’.28

not all the gardens reflected the focus on the medieval and monastic past. some of 
the gardens proposed suggest repton was keen to accommodate new styles and planting. 
this represents a subtle change in design. no longer was it possible to include in your 
garden a compendium of plants, as the vast range of new plant introductions made this 
increasingly difficult. gardens that reflected the new and innovative and looked to the 
future with the wide range of plants being introduced to Britain would allow better 
definition and themes. thus, the gardens proposed included an arboretum of exotic 
trees, a specific garden for magnolias and american plants, and a grotto and garden for 
rock plants. some of the gardens such as the rosarium, monks garden and flower stove, 
referred to as an ‘embroidered parterre’, still looked to the past in their designs (figure 9). 
ashridge in the range and some of the themes of gardens proposed bears some similarity 
to those proposed for woburn. however, the gardens at ashridge were probably the most 
innovative and extensive ‘collection’ of gardens repton had proposed. here he used a 
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combination of formal layouts alongside the informality of the countess’s flower garden 
and the proposed planting around the souterrein. allowing for slight modifications that 
Jeffry wyatt (later sir Jeffry wyatville) made in laying the gardens out, ashridge remains 
the most extant example of repton’s work.

even accepting the general medieval and religiose theme, the gardens that were 
proposed and ultimately created could accommodate the current fashions in style and 
choice of planting as far as repton’s limited plant knowledge allowed. this could be 
seen in the countess of Bridgewater’s flower garden, where he returns to a similar format 
to the proposals for woburn and Brighton with a range of small flowerbeds enclosed 
by basketwork dotted around a lawn (figure 10). at ashridge we see the ‘artificial’ re-
interpretation of a flower garden. where at woburn repton had made reference to making 
‘apartments’, at ashridge the analogy relates to displaying different styles of painting in 
the same cabinet or ‘sacred and profane’ books in the same library, thus reinforcing 
the ‘artificial’ with the range of gardens proposed. By also introducing trelliswork to 
enhance, enclose and divide parts of the garden adds to the artifice in the proposals. 

the flower garden at ashridge also bears a distinct resemblance to the sandby painting 
of mason’s nuneham garden, although fifty years divide the two images (figures 2 and 
10). at ashridge, the temple becomes the gazebo, and whereas the nuneham image is 
framed by two trees, repton’s image is framed, roughly, by structural trellis, but the path 
follows the same line in both images, trellis or glass from the left in the nuneham image 
and trellis in repton’s. flowerbeds follow the same style in both images, although those 
proposed at ashridge are not quite as theatrical as those at nuneham. itinerant workers 
appear in the nuneham image but not in repton’s as it was the countess of Bridgewater’s 
private garden. it is also worth noting the flower garden at hartwell, created by lady 

figure 9. the rosarium; from red Book for ashridge (1813). courtesy: getty research 
institute, los angeles, 850834
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figure 10. the countess of Bridgewater’s flower garden; detail from the red Book for 
ashridge (1813). courtesy: getty research institute, los angeles, 850834

elizabeth lee c.1799. lady lee was the sister of the 2nd earl harcourt and it is believed 
that her flower garden was directly influenced by the garden at nuneham. the flower 
garden at hartwell also bears similarities to the countess’s flower garden at ashridge, 
although it is not certain whether repton had seen the garden at hartwell.29 

during the second half of his career as a landscape gardener, repton led the way in 
returning flower gardens, both formal and informal, close to the house where they could 
be seen and enjoyed. he recognized that as the design, layout and use of houses had 
changed, that by bringing flower gardens closer to the house, often accessible directly 
from the main rooms via a decorated terrace, there was scope to enhance the appearance 
of the immediate environs of a house. Bringing floriferous gardens closer to the house 
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rather than being completely cut off by a lawn was an innovative way of developing 
the pleasure ground. flower gardens would continue to be developed around houses, 
particularly as they became smaller in scale or built as villas. in building on the designs 
and use of the precedents set by earlier flower gardens through his re-interpretation of 
flower gardens repton made a significant contribution to garden design with ashridge 
recognized as possibly his most significant work and the culmination of his career. 
through these developments in the re-interpretation of gardens repton’s own work 
arguably created precedents for gardens and landscape gardeners that followed. 

appendiX a: plants referred to By humphry repton in a review  

of Known red BooKs undertaKen By John phiBBs

Specific plants
acacia, acer, alders, aloe, apples, arbutus, ash, asparagus, aucuba
Barberries, beech, birch, bird cherry, box, bracken, briar, broom
cabbage, cauliflowers, cedar, cherry, chestnuts, choice trees, coppaea? (probably cobaea) 

scandens, cowslip (american), crab tree, cucumber, currants, cypress
daisy
elm
filberts, fuchsia, furze
gooseberries, gorse
hazel, heather, holly, holm oak, hollyhock, honeysuckle, hornbeam, horse chestnut, 

hydrangea
ivy
Jasmine, juniper
laburnum, larch, larkspur, laurel, laurustinus, lavender, lilac, lime
magnolia, maple, melon, mountain ash
oak, oranges
parsley, passion flower, pear, pineaster, plane, pollard, poplar, portugal laurel, potato, 

privet
raspberry, rhododendron, rose
scots pine, silver fir, spruce, strawberry, sweet chestnut, sycamore, syringa
thorn, tulip tree, turnip
viola, vines
walnut, water lilies, willow, woodbine
yew

General references to plants
american plants, american evergreens
creepers
evergreens, exotics
flowering shrubs
herbaceous plants
low growing trees
nut-trees
rock plants
winter plants, wood of low growth
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